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MP3 SONG ARTIST ROSTY SHAHID PAUL Shahid Paul (Punjabi: ਸ਼ਹੀਦ ਪੌਂਜਾ; born 10 June 1985) is an Indian Punjabi singer,
music director, songwriter and actor. He had joined the film industry with his song "Ki Kavi Ki Kothi Main" from the movie Jatt

& Juliet in 2012. Life and career Early life and career beginnings Shahid's Â â–¤ father, a retired army officer, was living in
Kohat, with his wife, and two sons. His family was of the Sikh religion. One day in 1990, at the age of 6, Shahid, his brother

Bablu Paul and his father were in a lorry driving on their way to India. The two brothers started singing at the time and
Shahid's father was inspired, enough to start Shahid training in music and vocals, in 2003. He started singing since 2009.

Shahid started his career as a playback singer in 2014, with his song "Xass Kaha" in 2012 from the movie Jatt & Juliet. First
single "Saiyaa" remixed by DJ Kainaz in 2016 Saiyaa is an upcoming unreleased single recorded by Pakistani singer

songwriter Shahid Paul. The song was released on YouTube on March 21, 2016, by the record label. It was produced by Ali
Akbar, Sultan Zulfiqar and Tarang Vagish. The single, which is a remix to "Saiyaa" was first released on YouTube by April 12,

2016. The single's music video was released on April 21, 2016 and its first promotion was on April 25, 2016. On May 5, 2016 it
was announced that it was released as a single. Etymology The word "Saiyaa" translates to "Rain". That is why the song is

called "Saiyaa" as it was predicted by a Santrashw 6d1f23a050
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